The adverse effect of gradient nonlinearities on diffusion MRI: From voxels to group studies.
Nonlinearities of gradient magnetic fields in diffusion MRI (dMRI) can introduce systematic errors in estimates of diffusion measures. While there are correction methods that can compensate for these errors, as presented in the Human Connectome Project, such nonlinear effects are often assumed to be negligible for typical applications, and as a result, gradient nonlinearities are mostly left uncorrected. In this work, we perform a systematic analysis to investigate the effect of gradient nonlinearities on dMRI studies, from voxel-wise estimates to group study outcomes. We present a novel framework to quantify and visualize these effects by decomposing them into their magnitude and angle components. Mean magnitude deviation and fractional gradient anisotropy are introduced to quantify the distortions in the size and shape of gradient vector distributions. By means of Monte-Carlo simulations and real data from the Human Connectome Project, the errors on dMRI measures derived from the diffusion tensor imaging and diffusional kurtosis imaging are highlighted. We perform a group study to showcase the alteration in the significance and effect size due to ignoring gradient nonlinearity correction. Our results indicate that the effect of gradient field nonlinearities on dMRI studies can be significant and may complicate the interpretation of the results and conclusions.